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SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES FOR SICI MEMBER ORGANISATIONS AND THEIR STAFF
This ground-breaking book by Adrian Gray, a former SICI Executive Committee member, shows that
school inspection has been a key factor in the European educational landscape for 200 years. Its
impact was evident to commentators from the early 1800s, but its history was often turbulent due
to rapid political and social change. The book also shows how inspection and evaluation approaches
have changed and developed, especially over the last fifty years, reflecting changing ideas about
school leadership and accountability – and also responding to technical changes like new data and
exam systems. It is a story that combines both politics at a continental scale and the human details
of life as an inspector from Portugal to Russia. It shows the mistakes of the past and offers pointers
to avoid them in future.
This book carries important messages for SICI as we seek to grow and extend its influence on best
inspection practice. The content of the book is ideal for educationalists, school leaders and school
inspectors. The content will be of great value for education policy makers and inspectors globally as
we see how inspection works in different national contexts.
For conferences and training materials, contact the author at: Adrian.gray@rivereducation.co.uk
HOW TO ORDER:
The book is available in print and e-book formats. National inspectorates and other organisations
many negotiate a bulk price for multiple orders – please contact us at
sales@bookwormretford.co.uk. Individuals who are employed by inspectorates that are members
of SICI can order at the discount price of €25 plus €7.50 postage and customs by contacting the
publisher through email from an official email address. Normal price is €32.50 (plus €7.50
postage) and e-book will be €18 (€16 for SICI members). Lower prices are possible if ordered via
the SICI secretariat.
SICI orders should be emailed to: sales@bookwormretford.co.uk
You can also order from Amazon and other online stores but no SICI discount applies.

